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The
Singleton
Design Pattern
using
Rhapsody in ,C‘
There is a huge amount of different design patterns. The singleton design
pattern is a simple, but also a very useful pattern. The pattern is used, when
there should be only a single instance (object) of a certain class. An
example for the usage of the pattern is the realization of hardware classes
for dealing with interrupts or certain devices. These can only exist once in
the whole system. For instance, there may be multiple timers in the
embedded systems, but in most cases, they only have one interrupt.
Therefore, the class for handling the interrupt can not be instantiated more
than once and the singleton design pattern has to be used.
This Techletter shows you different possibilities to use it, automatically or
with some handwritten modification that offer you advantages!.

What‘s a Design Pattern?
Design Patterns are solutions to often occurring problems in
programming. A similar Problem that you are coping with
right now has probably already been solved by someone else.
Design Patterns are not library functions, they are just recipes
for a good solution. Often they need to be implemented in a
slightly different way than the standard solution.

Beware!
Many Design Patterns rely on OO
principles like Inheritence and
Templates. This is not always
applicable to Rhapsody in ,C‘!

There are a lot of books about Design Patterns, we‘ll cover
some later on. The most known book was that of the so-called GoF (Gang of Four)
Modern OO Languages as Java offer some Design Patterns ready-implemented in a library. In ,C‘ this is a bit
more difficult but not impossible.
In this Techletter we describe a simple but very effective pattern called „The Singleton Pattern“.

What‘s a Singleton?
A Singleton is very simply a class that has only one
instance. What is the use of that? Well, sometimes
you have objects in your system where you are SURE
that there is only one. Even more, you want to be
SURE that you only have one at all times. On the
right you see the JAVA implementation of a singleton.
It uses a few specialities that come with OO
languages, a Static Class Variable and a Static Class
Function.

Singleton in JAVA
public class ClassicSingleton {
private static ClassicSingleton instance = null;
protected ClassicSingleton() {
// Exists only to defeat instantiation.
}
public static ClassicSingleton getInstance() {

The Static Class Variable is a variable that can be
accessed by all objects of a Class. To some extend, the
same applies for the Static Class Variable.

if(instance == null) {
instance = new ClassicSingleton();

}
The Function „getinstance() can be called by any
return instance;
Object in this way:
Object = ClassicSingleton::getinstance();
}
The variable „instance“ will be „null“ the first time.
}
Then „new“ is called and a Singleton Object is
created. The constructor is also called and protected.
In that way no other Class/Object can call the „new“
function. This ensures that there can be no other instance.
Now let‘s see if we can use this in Rhapsody in ,C‘!

Singletons in Rhapsody in ,C‘

Beware!

This JAVA Code looks pretty simple.
The singleton implementation in Rhapsody in ,C‘ is quite
It is, but it is not re-entrant....
confusing. There is a <<singleton>> stereotype that can be
Two threads would be able to create
applied to an „Object_Type“ which can be an Object or a
2 Objects if called at the right time!
Class. There is, however, no real code generation for a
singleton Class as such. There is just a mechanism that checks
if you have created too many static instances of the singleton
class. Dynamically there is no check, so Rhapsody allows you
to call the create function as much as you like (The Create function is the Rhapsody in ,C‘ equivalent to the
„new“ statement in C++).
A <<singleton>> object has an adapted code generation but has other disadvantages. Although it can be quite
useful sometimes to use a <singleton> Object for instance when you want to implement interrupt routines
that cannot be used with a „me“ pointer.
Even though there is no graphical way to instantiate a singleton object more then once, but in code you can
and there is no way to check that!

!
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Singleton Class
A singleton class does not affect the code generation as such, it just checks. If you
only define a class as singleton, you will receive 2 warnings during code generation.
One for the stereotype and the other for the fact that Rhapsody cannot find an
instance. When you create an Instance from the Class, (Only one) then Rhapsody
is (halfway) happy and serves you only one warning.

Creating a second instance gives you another warning, „multiple
instances found“. This is only checked for static instances, not for
instances that are created dynamically.

So, the only thing Rhapsody really does is checking if you have
the correct number of instances.
There is no difference in generated code, so a singleton object
still has a „me“ pointer and does not check itself if it is instantiated multiple times.
This can be useful but the disadvantage is that there is no run-time check of instances.

Singleton Object
Another type of Singleton offered by Rhapsody is the Singleton Object. The stereotype <<singleton>> can be
applied to an Implicit Object and will change the generated code.
Compared to a „normal“ implicit Object, the Singleton Object has no „me-pointer“, and no create/destroy
function.
There are certainly advantages to that, for instance, the absence of the ,me-pointer‘ allows programmers to use
this for interrupt functions without having to create an extra global variable to supply the „me-pointer“ to the
interrupt. Also, because there are no dynamic functions, the creation of a second object is prevented. But the
downside is that the users of the singleton need to know the name of the Singleton Object and the Singleton
Object is always there, even if you don‘t need it.

!
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Here you see the code for
the Singleton Object.
The definition of the
Singleton Object is done in
the <singletonObject.c/.h>
file and the declaration is
done in the containing
package file.

/*## auto_generated */
#include "SingletonObjectPkg.h"
/*## classInstance ASingletonObject */
#include "ASingletonObject.h"
/*## classInstance JustAnObject */
/*## classInstance ASingletonObject */
struct ASingletonObject_t ASingletonObject;

Wouldn‘t it be nice to have a Singleton Class in ,C‘ that
would have the advantages that the JAVA Example has?
Is that possible? Well..... partly. It contains some parts that
must be done by hand. They could be done automatically
too if we would use the User Adapted Code Generator.
But we can use some mechanisms, like stereotypes and
properties, in Rhapsody to obtain what we want with a
little handwork.
Perhaps IBM reads this too and changes the way
Rhapsody uses Singletons....

/*## classInstance JustAnObject */
struct JustAnObject_t JustAnObject;
void SingletonObjectPkg_initRelations( void ) {
ASingletonObject_Init();
JustAnObject_Init(&(JustAnObject));
}

Stereotype

A stereotype is something where you can create „special“
versions of model elements.
We know the expression stereotype in our normal
#ifndef ASingletonObject_H
language. If we give a „Human“ the stereotype „Dutch“ we
#define ASingletonObject_H
actually say: „Dutch are humans, but they have special
properties, they like cheese, live in windmills and wear
wooden shoes. (UML stereotypes are always true, I‘m not
/*## auto_generated */
sure about the normal language stereotype...)
#include <oxf/Ric.h>
/*## auto_generated */
#include "SingletonObjectPkg.h"
/*## package SingletonObjectPkg */
/*## class TopLevel::ASingletonObject */
struct ASingletonObject_t {
RIC_EMPTY_STRUCT
};
/***

User implicit entries

***/

/* Constructors and destructors:*/
/*## auto_generated */
void ASingletonObject_Init( void );
/*## auto_generated */
void ASingletonObject_Cleanup( void );
#endif

!

Class
Functions
One of the problems with the implementation of the
Singleton Pattern in Rhapsody in ,C‘ is the omission of the
possibility to create Class Functions.
Luckily there is an easy way to implement this using
standard Rhapsody. The important one being the
<<stereotype>>
In a stereotype you can combine many properties. When
you apply the stereotype to a model element, it will inherit
all properties that the stereotype has.
You can then use the „New Type“ option to create a new
Type, in this case we convert a plain function to a Class
Function. Rhapsody will create a new folder where these
are kept.
We declare a stereotype <<ClassFunction>> as a New
Term. We set the properties so that the „me-pointer“ is not
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generated. We do not need the „static“ modifier, in ,C‘ that would make the function inaccessible from outside
the class.
In fact, we could have used a „normal“ public Class Function and just ignore the „me-pointer“.
The method presented here is:
- Much more elegant. It is clearly visible what happens.
- Modeled instead of programmed. Everybody understands what is done here and can reproduce it.
That is why UML is used instead of plain ,C‘.

Class Variables
Class variables are a bit more difficult. Normally, Attributes are generated inside the Class structure and can
never be declared static, that is a disadvantage of ,C‘.
But we also have types that we can use. A Type will be generated outside the Class structure. In combination
with a <<stereotype>> „New Term“ we can, with a minimal amount of hand labour, create a Class Variable
that helps us in creating a real Singleton. The stereotype does the following:
- It sets the name for the variable (prefixed with the class name) and the visibility.
- The variable is declared „static“ so it is not visible outside the C file.
- Visibility is set to private.
The Type must be „Language Type“ and the declaration must be the desired Type. %s is the name of the Type.

All we need to add now is the „getInstance“ Function. We could just add it by hand but Rhapsody has a nice
mechanism built-in, that helps us with the automatic generation of this function.

!
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Extra Function
In Rhapsody it is possible to generate
extra functions by creating properties.
Unfortunately, one needs to modify the
sitec.prp file for it.
Two new properties should be created
there like in the picture on the right.

Subject C_CG
!
Metaclass Class
!
!
Property <function>Declaration MultiLine ""
!
!
Property <function>Definition MultiLine ""
!
end
end

The names can be chosen by the user,
important is the suffix in the property.
When these properties are created in sitec.prp with „getInstance“ as <function>, Rhapsody will offer you these
2 properties (After closing and re-opening the model):
C_CG::Class::getInstanceDeclaration and
C_CG::Class::getInstanceDefinition
These can then be filled with the prototype
of the function and the body. In our case the
one in the picture on the left.
This will generate the „getInstance“ Function
exactly as we need it.
This enables the use of a real singleton.
Mind, however, graphical instances are not
possible, you have to instantiate by hand
using the getInstance Function.

New Singleton
Implementation
With the help of these 2 stereotypes, and some
property tricks, a Gang of Four (GoF) Singleton is
possible, without much trouble. The code is very
similar to that of the JAVA implementation as you
can see on the right.
In the Willert Forum, http://www.umlforum.de you
can find an implementation model. Feel free to
download, use and please...... feel free to comment
on it!

!
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My Personal
Favorite!

More Information
There are many books about Design Patterns. Here‘s a small
overview of them.
Design Patterns - Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson,
John Vlissides
Real-Time Design Patterns - Bruce Powel Douglass
Design Patterns for Embedded Systems in C - Bruce Powel
Douglas
Head First Design Patterns - Eric & Elisabeth Freeman
The Book pictures were copied from the Amazon website where
you can order all books.

Read!!!
Reading about Design Patterns is helping
you to set your mind to using them.
If Design Patterns are well-known to you,
you will use them regularly with ease!

!
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